ABSTRACT Two-step PCR procedures are an efficient and well established way to generate amplicon libraries for NGS sequencing. However, there is a high risk of cross-contamination by carry-over of amplicons from first to second amplification rounds, potentially leading to severe misinterpretation of results. Here we describe a new method able to prevent and/or to identify carry-over contaminations by introducing the K-box, a series of three synergistically acting short sequence elements. Our K-boxes are composed of (i) K1 sequences for suppression of contaminations, (ii) K2 sequences for detection of possible residual contaminations and (iii) S sequences acting as separators to avoid amplification bias. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method we analyzed two-step PCR NGS libraries derived from a multiplex PCR system for detection of T-cell receptor beta gene rearrangements. We used this system since it is of high clinical relevance and may be affected by very low amounts of contaminations. Spike-in contaminations are effectively blocked by the K-box even at high rates as demonstrated by ultra-deep sequencing of the amplicons. Thus, we recommend implementation of the K-box in two-step PCR-based NGS systems for research and diagnostic applications demanding high sensitivity and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Two-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) strategies are a convenient approach to generate amplicon libraries suitable for next generation sequencing (NGS) (Figure 1 ). For this purpose, in the first amplification reaction the target nucleic acid sequence is amplified using specific primers flanked by a tail sequence (e.g. a M13 or T7 tail). In the second amplification reaction, adaptor sequences required for NGS are introduced utilizing primers complementary at their 3 end to the tail sequence of the first amplification primers (1) . In order to make this method more cost-efficient, multiplexing of several samples for NGS can be performed. To this end so-called barcodes are introduced within or close to the 5 end of the second amplification primers (1) .
However, this highly efficient two-step amplification strategy harbors a considerable risk of cross-contamination during set-up of the second PCR especially by carry-over of amplicons from the first PCR to the second PCR due to the high number of amplicons generated in the first amplification reaction (2, 3) . The risk of contamination is even higher if resulting PCR products are isolated by gel extraction or PCR purification kits. Furthermore, PCR products of a second amplification may contaminate other second amplification reactions. Other mistakes might occur by pipetting a first-step amplicon inadvertently into the wrong second PCR mix, which can be regarded as a 100% contamination.
There are many applications which rely on two-step PCR strategies for NGS library generation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Here we focus on the analysis of genomic T-cell receptor beta (TCR␤) gene rearrangements since this application is very suitable to demonstrate the importance of contamination protection due to the inherent risk of detecting extremely low rates of contaminations and due to the clinical importance of detecting very rare events.
T-cells play a central role in cell-mediated immunity with 95% of T-cells expressing T-cell receptors (TCR) consisting of an alpha and beta chain as a heterodimer on their surfaces (9) . TCR␤ chains are highly diverse and can be regarded as genomic fingerprint of each T-cell (10, 11) The high diversity of the human T-cell repertoire is mainly generated by somatic recombination among the Variable (V), Diversity (D) and Joining (J) TCR␤ gene segments and the addition of random non-templated bases at recombination junctions (12) . The hypervariable complementaritydetermining region 3 (CDR3) of the rearranged TCR␤ rec- Figure 1 . Scheme of a standard two-step PCR approach. In a two-step PCR strategy (A) a PCR product is at first generated using specific primers flanked by a tail sequence and is then further amplified in the second reaction with primers that target only the tail sequence (blue color) introduced by the first amplification primers. Therefore, in the second amplification (B) contaminations from other first or second PCRs may be co-amplified. The barcodes (BC) allow barcoding for NGS multiplexing but cannot suppress cross-contaminations.
ognizes antigens bound to major histocompatibility complex molecules (10) . Therefore, the determination of T-cell repertoires are of interest for a wide range of research and clinical applications, e.g. (i) detection of T-cell clonality, (ii) minimal residual disease analysis in T-cell lymphoma patients, (iii) TCR␤ signatures as biomarkers in clinical vaccination studies or (iv) identification of common 'public TCRs' in autoimmune disease as therapeutic targets.
Here we describe a novel contamination protection method for two-step PCRs ideally suited for NGS library preparations. By utilizing a synergistic combination of sequence elements denoted as K-box, this new method operates through both prevention of contaminations and identification of possible residual contaminations. Our method shows effective suppression of even high rates of artificial contaminations. Hence we recommend implementation of the K-box as an additional feature in two-step PCR-based NGS procedures for research and diagnostic applications, where high sensitivity and reliability is mandatory.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The K-box architecture
We developed a comprehensive method in order to handle inherent contamination problems in two-step PCR-based NGS library preparations. This new method is based on three synergistically acting sequence elements referred to as K-box. As outlined in Figure 2 , the first amplification primers comprise all three elements (k1, k2 and s in the forward primer and k1 , k2 and s in the reverse primer), whereas the forward and reverse primers of the second amplification contain only k1 and k1 , respectively. With the three K-box elements one single K-box is designed by bioinformatics methods and optimized not to form hybrids that might lead to mispriming under a multiplex experimental setup.
The rationale behind the introduction of K1 elements is the prevention of carry-over contaminations from previous amplification reactions. As outlined in Figure 2 only matching K1 sequences in the primers of the first and second PCR allow amplification of the respective PCR product. Since K1 sequences are individual for each sample, the amplification of PCR cross-contaminations is suppressed in the second PCR in case of non-concordant K1 elements.
In our TCR␤ multiplex analyses K1 sequences comprise exemplary 7 nucleotides (see Table 1 ). The K1 elements are designed by a minimization procedure which selects the K1 elements by (i) minimal global similarity to any other K1-element, and (ii) a strong dissimilarity rule at the specific 3 ends of the K1 elements. The resulting K-box sequences have a very low potential for hybrid formation.
A further K-box element is the K2 sequence present only in the first amplification primers. While K1 elements lead to suppression of contaminations, the K2 elements serve to detect possible remaining contaminations from previous amplification reactions. In our TCR␤ multiplex analyses we de-PAGE 3 OF 9
Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43 , No. 20 e135 Figure 2 . Scheme of the K-box method in two-step PCR. In the K-box method (A), three additional sequence elements (K1-, K2-and S-elements) are introduced by the first amplification primers. The combination of k1 and k1 (K1 elements) differ from sample to sample but are identical (matched) within a specific first and second amplification primer set. (B) A second amplification can only occur with matched K1 elements and therefore the amplification of contaminations from other first or second amplifications is suppressed. In Figure 2 mismatched K1 elements are indicated by different colors and marked by two flash symbols. The combination of k2 and k2`(K2 elements) serves as a bioinformatics indicator. Sequences in the PCR mix with unexpected K2 elements are identified as residual contaminations. Furthermore, s and s (S elements) are designed as mismatch with the template i.e. the respective genomic TCR␤ V-and J-segments. The S elements effectively separate the template matching part of the primers from their 5 -tail thereby reducing the risk of PCR bias. Table 1 . Sequences of k-and k -box elements for set 1-9 used for the twostep PCR NGS library preparations
The sequences are listed in 5 -3 orientation as present in the forward and reverse primers. The three distinct k-boxes used in the forward primers are marked with green, yellow and red colors and the purple, blue and gray colors mark the three different k -boxes employed in the reverse primers. By using all possible k/k combinations of the 3 k-and 3 k -boxes 9 sets were generated.
signed K2 elements exemplarily with three sample-specific nucleotides (see Table 1 ).
For a better understanding of first and second PCR primer matching we introduce here the term 'set' which defines a unique k/k combination. Within an individual set a specific second primer pair is designed to work only together with a specific first primer pair. Table 1 gives an example of 9 sets with K1 and K2 sequences used in the TCR␤ multiplex analyses. The 9 possible set combinations are formed by 3 distinct k-and kboxes in the forward and reverse primers. Basically with 10 distinct k-and k -boxes 100 unique k/k sets can be generated. Therefore, with a linear increase in the effort of primer synthesis an exponential growth in the number of distinct sets is achieved. This makes this approach up-scalable with reasonable efforts.
In principle, K1 and K2 elements can be of any convenient length. We typically use a length of 7 nucleotides for K1 and 3 nucleotides for K2 elements. Since the sequences of K1 and K2 elements are variable in a sample specific manner, certain variations may coincidentally match in their last nucleotides on the 3-end with the sequence of the target DNA next to the template. In that case the template hybridizing part of the first amplification primers would be elongated, possibly leading to higher annealing temperatures and PCR bias. To circumvent this problem separator sequences (S elements) are introduced into the first amplification primers ( Figure 2 ). They are designed as mismatch with the template i.e. the respective genomic TCR␤ V-and J-segments. The S elements effectively separate the template matching part of the primers from their 5 -tail thereby reducing the risk of PCR bias.
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It should be noted that every multiplex PCR assay needs a proper design for S elements, whereas the same K1 sequences and the respective second amplification primers can be used for different multiplex applications. Barcodes are introduced into the second amplification primers to allow multiplex sequencing of NGS libraries. Table 2 summarizes the functions of the different K-box elements and the terminology used throughout the manuscript.
Design and description of target DNA samples
The K-box method was established in two-step PCR-based NGS library preparations with three different types of templates:
(1) Genomic DNA (gDNA) from the T-cell line Peer. PCRs were performed with a primer pair specific for the Vand J-segments of the Peer TCR␤ gene rearrangement (Supplementary Figure S1 ). 
Determination of parameters for effective suppression of carry-over contamination
In order to optimize the sets of K-boxes for practical use in a laboratory, systematic variations of different parameters were tested with respect to their effects on contamination suppression.
In standardized experiments 100 ng genomic DNA of the T-cell line Peer was used as template in the first amplification reaction employing only primers specific for the Peer TCR␤ rearrangement. The product of this first PCR round was used as template for the second amplification. The PCR conditions are given as Supplementary Methods. With this two-step PCR workflow both matching and mismatching K1 elements were tested. Supplementary Table S1 illustrates the sequences of the 4 primer sets with matching K1 elements (sets A-D). Each set is characterized by a unique k/k combination. Supplementary Tables S4 and S6 explain the experimental set-up using primers with matching and mismatching K1 elements. Mismatching alterations of one and two base pairs (bp) were carried out and their gradual effects on contamination suppression were determined.
Proofreading polymerases exhibit 3 -5 exonuclease activity and may remove K1 elements at the 3 -end of the second amplification primer. We examined therefore the protective effect of phosphorothioate (PT) bonds introduced at (i) the first, (ii) the first and second and at (iii) the first, second and third position from the 3 end of the second amplification primers (Supplementary Table S4 ). For comparison we performed the second amplification with a non-proofreading polymerase and second amplification primers without PTbonds (Supplementary Table S6) .
PCR products were analyzed on 6% acrylamide gels and Tif images were generated with the Biorad Geldoc 2000 (München, Germany) using default settings. PCR bands were quantified with the FusionCapt Advance software (Vilber Lourmat, Eberhardzell, Germany). The mean and standard deviation of replicated experiments were determined to obtain statistically reliable results.
The degree of contamination suppression was determined by quantifying the visible product of the second PCR. Complete contamination suppression was assumed when the second amplification yielded no visible PCR product.
Testing of contamination protection by the K-box in multiplex two-step PCR analyses
To test the effectiveness of the K-box method in a multiplex TCR␤ analysis we first used two different experimental set-ups: (i) runs with matching K1 elements and (ii) runs with mismatching K1 elements simulating e.g. pipetting errors. We used 400 ng tonsillar DNA as template to allow the amplification of high numbers of different TCR␤ gene rearrangements. The two-step PCR protocol employed is given as Supplementary Methods. PCR results were analyzed by gel electrophoresis. In the experiments with matching K1 elements the 9 primer sets depicted in Table 1 were used. In line with the K-box principle these 9 sets were characterized by unique k/k combinations between the sets and concordant k/k combinations within a set. The same twostep PCR workflow was used also in a total of 15 experiments with mismatching K1 elements simulating pipetting mistakes (Supplementary Table S2 ). To this end the first amplification product of a given set (e.g. set 1) was used as template for amplification with second amplification primers from another (not matching) set (e.g. set 2). Such a simulation of sample confusion can be regarded as 100% contamination in the second PCR mix.
Next, we applied NGS to evaluate the K-box method. We used again the 9 TCR␤ multiplex primer sets depicted in Table 1 and a synthetic template. Generation of the synthetic template is illustrated in the Supplementary Methods in Figure S3 . This synthetic template covered all TCR␤ V-J combinations (N = 616) relevant for binding of the 44 V-and 14 J-segment specific TCR␤ primers. Using the aforementioned 9 primer sets (Table 1) 18 PCR assays were performed, 9 of which without and 9 assays with spike-in contaminations (see Supplementary Table S3 and Table 3 ). Spike-in contaminations are here defined as first amplification products with not matching K-boxes to the second amplification primers employed. For example, a mix of eight first amplification products amplified with set 1-8 primers are spike-in contaminations if the second amplification is performed with set 9 primers. If the amplification of the spike-in contaminations is not completely suppressed by the K1 mismatches, residual contaminations can be detected by the unique k2/k2 combinations. The 9 assays with spike-in contaminations were assembled as follows: 60% represented the PCR product of the first amplification with matching K-box combination whereas the remaining 40% were derived from the PCR products of the other 8 first amplifications (5% each) with mismatching K-box combinations (Supplementary Table S3 ). This first amplification mixture was diluted 1:100 and the second amplification assay was S-elements are designed as mismatch with the template i.e. the respective genomic TCR␤ V-and J-segments. The S elements effectively separate the template matching part of the primers from their 5 -tail thereby reducing the risk of PCR bias.
The typical lengths of K1, K2 and S-elements as used in our TCR␤ multiplex analyses are 7, 3 and 2 nucleotides, respectively.
processed as described in the Supplementary Methods. Spin column-purified PCR products were sequenced with MiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, USA) in paired-end mode (2 × 150 bp). For multiplexing standard TruSeq barcodes and MiSeq sequencing default conditions were employed allowing 1 mismatch in the barcode.
Bioinformatics analysis
Resulting reads were clustered and classified with respect to the K-box elements by employing a tailored algorithm: in step 1, reads delivered by the Illumina sequencer in pairedend mode, were joined by an in-house developed optimal assembly procedure, which uses the phred-like quality values per base to deliver a proper consensus sequence per each read pair. The resulting joined read is (i) of higher quality than each of the single reads alone and (ii) is able to deliver effective read-length of > 500 bp, if a current 2×300 bp MiSeq run is used (Supplementary Methods). These joined reads were used in step 2 to find the respective K-box elements by sequence comparison. In the following we used sequence analysis to quantify the rate of contamination suppression by determining the amount of contamination carried over between different sets. The principles to analyze the experiment outlined in Supplementary Table S3 are given below: r The k2/k2 elements are identified in each read pair as part of the respective K-box (V and J side).
r Since the correct k2/k2 elements are known, as well as the potentially contaminating k2/k2 elements generated by spike-ins (see above), we are able to precisely determine the respective rates.
r In each experiment one set is given as correct, i.e. there is one defined 'correct' k2 element on V and one correct k2 on J side. Other sets which are studied in parallel and which are also used as spike-in contaminations can be uniquely identified by their different K2 elements. The respective matches are counted and flagged as 'contaminated'.
r However, in addition to the methodologically introduced K2 elements there are so-called random K2 elements, which can be caused e.g. by sequencing artifacts. These random K2 elements can be simply all possible triplets (61 on the V and 61 on the J side) except the 2×3 K2 elements on the V or J side used in the 9 sets (see Table 1 ). The respective matches are counted and flagged as 'random'.
r The random K2 elements are complicating the analysis.
To obtain a clear-cut read out for each of the experiments described in Supplementary Table S3 , we measured the events with simultaneous occurrence of the 2 contaminating k2 elements on the V side and 2 contaminating k2 elements on the J side. This robust approach detects in each experiment 6 of the 8 spike-in contaminations.
r Furthermore, we united all reads containing random K2 elements on the V and/or the J side and compared the rates in the experiments with and without spike-in contaminations by a standard two-sided t-test. The aim was to determine if the random error is equally distributed in both groups.
Comparison of the respective rates will allow a precise measurement of how efficient the K-boxes are in suppressing carry-over contaminations.
RESULTS
Determination of parameters for effective suppression of carry-over contamination
In order to determine the factors needed for effective suppression of carry-over contamination in two-step PCR analyses we analyzed (i) the impact of the number of base pairs of K1 mismatches and (ii) the effect of PT-bonds at the 3 -end of second amplification primers using a proofreading polymerase. For this purpose we used DNA of the T-cell line Peer as a template and amplified in a non-multiplex setting specifically the Peer TCR␤ gene rearrangement (Supplementary Figure S1 ). As visualized in Figure 3 the absence of K1 mismatches led--as expected--to strong amplification products after second amplification (Lane 1) whereas a K1 mismatch of 1 bp was able to strongly reduce the PCR product intensity (Lanes 2 and 3). K1 mismatches of 2 bp (Lane 4) were sufficient to suppress the contaminating second amplification products almost completely. As another important factor an increasing number of PT-bonds at the 3 -end of second amplification primers resulted in improved contamination suppression (Figure 4 ). Details are given as Supplementary Table S4) .
Consequently, conditions for effective carry-over contamination suppression should comprise k1/k1 mismatches of more than 2 nucleotides and the use of at least 2 PT-bonds at the 3 -end of second amplification primers.
For comparison to the experiments using a proofreading polymerase and primers with PT-bonds in the sec- The percentages of correct reads and of contaminations were determined according to the respective K2 sequences employed. A contamination rate of 0% indicates that no contaminating read was detectable. Furthermore, the percentage of random reads with unexpected K2-elements occurring stochastically on V/J-side is given. . A K1 mismatch of 2 bp prevents almost completely the second amplification (Lane 4). In this experiment 3 PT-bonds were used at the 3 end of the second amplification primers. PCR products of the first amplification were defined as 100% contamination and were used as template for the second amplification. The size of the gel ladder is given in base pairs.
ond amplification we performed experiments with a nonproofreading polymerase in the second amplification and primers without PT-bonds. In both settings the k-box and k -box contamination suppression increases with an increasing number of K1 mismatches. However, contamination suppression is less effective if non-proofreading polymerases are used (Supplementary Tables S5 and S7) . A further advantage of proofreading polymerases is their less error-prone DNA-synthesis.
Testing of contamination protection by the K-box in multiplex two-step PCR analyses
To test the impact of the K-box method for contamination protection in a multiplex TCR␤ analysis we utilized in a first experiment 9 primer sets in 9 match and 15 mismatch settings. In these experiments tonsillar DNA was used as a template. The length of K1 mismatches in the mismatch settings was 4-5 base pairs (Supplementary Table  S2 ). As shown in Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure S4 the matched settings led to the production of the expected PCR products. On the other hand the K1 mismatch settings between first and second amplification primers completely suppressed the amplification during the second PCR. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of contamination protection by a highly sensitive NGS we investigated the 9 primer sets in 9 match settings and in 9 assays with matching sets plus spike-in contaminations (Supplementary  Table S3 ). For these experiments an artificial template was used (Supplementary Figure S3) .
In total, 18 NGS libraries were prepared, which were tagged by standard Illumina barcodes. The libraries were sequenced on Illumina MiSeq and demultiplexed by Illumina software (default parameters). For 8.52 % of the reads the barcode could not be identified unambiguously. These reads were excluded from further analysis. Another quality filtering step was imposed by our read-joining algorithm which requires that both reads of each read pair exhibit significant overlaps. 94.8% ± 1.81% of all read pairs could by joined successfully to one consensus sequence. Finally, the joined reads were classified and filtered again for occurrence of possible k1/k1 -boxes, which was the case for 90.6% ± 2.4%. In the end, compared to the original raw read numbers, on average 83.5% ± 2.2% of reads were used for the data analysis, which was equivalent to around 8.5 million read pairs.
Our observations are summarized in the following and in Table 3 :
r Most importantly, evaluation of NGS results revealed complete suppression of spike-in contaminations.
r We compared the percentages of random reads in the runs without spike-ins to the ones with 40% effective contamination by a standard two-sided t-test. The resulting In the match setting the expected TCR␤ amplification product was observed whereas in the mismatch settings amplification was completely suppressed. The experimental setup for the PCR reactions 1-11 is given in Supplementary Table S2 . The size of the gel ladder is given in base pairs.
P-value is not significant (P = 0.8) which means that the random errors occurred at equal rates in both groups.
r The design of our primer sets with integrated K-boxes leads to a highly efficient reduction of contamination in the secondary PCR step, and, if necessary, allows detection and of course computational removal of possibly persisting minor contaminations by bioinformatics sequence analysis. DISCUSSION PCR-based systems are known to be vulnerable to false positive results caused by contaminations with products from previous amplifications (2, 3) . Sources of contaminating DNA include assay reagents, equipment, operator handling and aerosols (2, 3) . The rapid development of NGS technologies permits a much higher sensitivity than most of the previously established methods. However, this sensitivity may lead to the detection of previously unrecognized cross-over contaminations from other samples. This is especially critical in the case of assays which require the reliable detection of just a few amplicons (e.g. minimal residual disease (MRD)). MRD is an important prognostic factor and has clinical impact (13) (14) (15) . Two-step PCR NGS library preparations are used for various applications such as targeted re-sequencing of cancer genes, 16S microbiome analyses or the analysis of Band T-cell receptor genes (4-8). As described by Faham and Willis amplification bias may be decreased by reducing the number of amplification cycles in a first step using primers with tails non-complementary to the target sequences (16) . These tails include primer binding sites that are added to the ends of the sequences of the primary amplicon and are specifically targeted in the second amplification step. By using only a single forward and a single reverse primer, the primary cause of amplification bias is confined (16) .
Here we introduce a novel method to effectively prevent contaminations in two-step PCR systems. This new approach sharply contrasts with previously described methods which are merely able to detect contaminations or to prevent first round PCR contaminations (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Our approach is additionally capable to prevent contaminations in the second PCR (Table 4) . Especially the most commonly used UTP/UNG system where dTTP is replaced by dUTP in the PCR mixture leading to degradation of unintentionally transferred DNAs into the samples is not able to detect or suppress contaminations present in the second PCR (17) (18) (19) . The reason is that the products from the first reaction would be cleaved by an UNG treatment in the second reaction. This is especially true with bisulfite amplification / sequencing, where conversion to U precludes using UDG in the first place.
An alternative method to detect amplicon crosscontaminations is the use of NGS adaptor-specific primers (20, 21) . These primers anneal to NGS adaptor parts being present in the first and second PCR products (e.g. a M13 tail). By this method, cross-contaminations from the first A & B: Contaminations of the first amplification by PCR products derived from another first or second amplification can be prevented by the UTP/UNG system and detected by tail-or adaptor-specific primers (19) (20) (21) . C & D: Contaminations of the second amplification by PCR products derived from another first or second amplification can be prevented and detected by the K-box protection method described in this manuscript.
or second PCR amplicons, either in the template or the PCR reagents, can be detected but not prevented.
Our K-box method as described in this manuscript is a synergistic combination of suppression of carry-over contaminations and detection of possible residual contaminations in the two-step PCR workflow. The design of the sequence elements of this K-box is sample-specific. Specific amplification is only possible in case of a perfect match of the K1 elements used for first and second amplification. K2 sequences serve for detection of possible residual contaminations.
We found that our method is most effective with a proofreading polymerase in the second amplification providing the additional advantage of amplification with lesser errors. In order to fully prevent cross-contaminations in the second PCR, mismatches between K1 sequence elements of more than 2 nucleotides should be used in addition to at least 2 PT-bonds at the 3 -end of second amplification primers (Figures 3 and 4) .
Applying these K-box parameters we showed that in two step NGS library preparations a high contamination grade of up to 100% was completely suppressed ( Figure 5 , Table  3 and Supplementary Figure S4) . Thus, our method is not only able to prevent low level contaminations but also very high rates of contaminations which can be caused by confusing samples.
The suppression of contaminations is a much more elegant approach as compared to mere detection of contaminations. The latter approach necessitates time-consuming repetition of the entire procedure whereas the K-box method is perfectly integrated in the two-step PCR workflow without additional time requirements. Especially for diagnostic amplicon-based NGS the avoidance of repetition represents an important advantage due to the time pressure associated with this type of analysis.
Examples for distinct practical applications of the K-box method are (i) the analysis of consecutive samples from one patient in MRD diagnostics, (ii) targeted re-sequencing of cancer genes or (iii) 16S microbiome analyses. The K-box method can be adapted to high throughput formats, e.g. a two-step PCR performed in 96 well plates. Thereby, K2 elements are essential to detect possible remaining contaminations from previous amplification reactions and thus certify the efficiency of contamination suppression by K1 elements. If the effective contamination suppression by K1 elements is firmly established for the given primer sets, a reduction to a sole K1-S combination (without K2 elements) may be considered.
In summary, we describe a new method capable of suppressing contaminations and/or detecting residual contaminations in NGS library preparations employing a two-step PCR protocol. This new method is based on three synergistically acting sequence elements referred to as K-box. The K-box method provides a significant improvement for NGS diagnostics in terms of accuracy, time requirement and costs.
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